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With its throughput computing
strategy, Sun Microsystems seeks to reverse
long-standing trends towards increasingly
elaborate processor designs by focusing
instead on simple, replicated designs that
effectively exploit threaded workloads and
thus enable radically higher levels of perfor-
mance scaling.1 

Throughput computing is based on chip
multithreading processor design technology.
In CMT technology, maximizing the amount
of work accomplished per unit of time or
other relevant resource, rather than minimiz-
ing the time needed to complete a given task
or set of tasks, defines performance. Similar-
ly, a CMT processor might seek to use power
more efficiently by clocking at a lower fre-
quency—if this tradeoff lets it generate more
work per watt of expended power. By CMT
standards, the best processor accomplishes the
most work per second of time, per watt of
expended power, per square millimeter of die
area, and so on (that is, it operates most
efficiently).

The processor described in this article is a
member of Sun’s first generation of CMT
processors designed to efficiently execute net-
work-facing workloads. Network-facing sys-
tems primarily service network clients and are
often grouped together under the label “Web
servers.” Systems of this type tend to favor com-
pute dense form factors, such as racks and
blades.2 The processor’s dual-thread execution
capability, compact die size, and minimal
power consumption combine to produce high
throughput performance per watt, per transis-
tor, and per square millimeter of die area. Given
the short design cycle Sun needed to create the
processor, the result is a compelling early proof
of the value of throughput computing.

Design goals
To satisfy target market requirements, the

design team set the following design goals:

• Focus on throughput (number of
threads), not single-thread performance.

• Maximize performance-watt ratio.
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• Minimize die area.
• Minimize design cost for one- to four-

way servers.

Meeting these goals lets system designers
pack processors tightly together to build inex-
pensive boxes or racks offering very high per-
formance per cubic foot. Alternatively, they
can use the higher packing densities and lower
costs possible with the design to provide more
memory or greater functional integration.

Three additional requirements constrained
the four basic design goals: minimizing time
to market and development cost while  main-
taining full scalable processor architecture
(Sparc) V9 (64-bit) binary compatibility.3

These constraints dictated our decision to
leverage existing UltraSparc designs to the
greatest extent possible, while the design goals
motivated our unusual decision to combine
elements from two different UltraSparc gen-
erations. 

Overview
To maximize thread density while mini-

mizing both die area and power consumption,
we rejected the third-generation 29-million-
transistor UltraSparc III processor design4 in
favor of the execution engine from the far
smaller and less power-hungry first-genera-
tion 5.2-million-transistor UltraSparc I
design.5,6 This choice let us create a processor
incorporating two complete four-way super-
scalar execution engines on a single die, con-
ferring simple dual-thread capability (one
thread per core), while keeping both die area
and power consumption to a minimum.
Achieving even higher thread counts,
although suitable for the target market, was
inconsistent with the processor’s stringent
schedule and die size goals.

The decision to use the UltraSparc I execu-
tion engine did introduce a complication,
however: porting the older design, originally
implemented in a mid-1990s 0.5-micron, 3.3-
V processor, to contemporary deep-submicron
technology. To avoid needless work, the design
effort started from the most advanced version
of the basic UltraSparc I design available: a
250-nanometer aluminum metal database cre-
ated in 1998 for the last revision of the Ultra-
Sparc II processor (targeted at an upper
frequency of 450 MHz). Even so, the problem

of translating this design to current 130-nm
copper metal technology, targeting a frequen-
cy of 1,200 MHz, proved formidable.

Minimizing power consumption was a con-
cern throughout the design, affecting not only
the choice of thread execution engine, but also
the design of every functional block on the
chip. The processor also provides low-power
operating modes, allowing software to selec-
tively reduce power consumption during peri-
ods of little or no activity by reducing the
chip’s operating frequency to 1/2 (idle mode)
or 1/32 (sleep mode) of normal clock speed.

To further reduce costs (and reduce system-
level power consumption by eliminating the
need to drive external buses), we replaced the
large (4- to 8-Mbyte) external L2 cache typi-
cal of UltraSparc II systems with 1 Mbyte of
on-chip L2 cache. Moving the L2 cache on
chip also substantially improved performance
by reducing access latencies; moreover, cache
frequency automatically scales up when the
processor’s clock rate increases.

To achieve compatibility with current-gen-
eration systems, we took the design’s memo-
ry controller and JBus system interface from
current UltraSparc IIIi processors, reworking
them to interface with the dual UltraSparc II
pipelines. Indeed, to maximize leverage and
minimize costs, we designed the processor to
be pin compatible with UltraSparc IIIi, fit-
ting into the same 959-pin ceramic micro-
PGA package used for the existing product.
Finally, we implemented a robust set of reli-
ability, availability, and serviceability (RAS)
features to ensure high levels of data integri-
ty, and we added new CMT features to con-
trol the processor’s dual-thread operation.
Figure 1 (next page) is a block diagram of the
design, showing the major functional units
and their interconnections.

Thread execution engine
We lifted the thread execution engine essen-

tially intact from the UltraSparc II processor.
The execution engine’s design comprises a
nine-stage execution pipeline, incorporating
four-way superscalar instruction fetch and dis-
patch to a set of nine functional units: four
integer, including load/store and branch; three
floating-point (FP), including divide/square
root; and two single-instruction, multiple-
data (SIMD) operations. The pipeline also
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includes a set of eight overlapping general-
purpose register windows, a set of 32 floating-
point registers, and two separate 16-Kbyte L1
caches for instructions and data together with
associated memory management units,  each
with a 64-entry translation look-aside buffer
(TLB) for caching recently mapped virtual-
to-physical address pairs.

Between its two four-issue pipelines, the
processor can fetch and issue eight instruc-
tions per clock cycle. A 12-entry instruction
buffer decouples instruction fetch from
instruction issue to buffer any discrepancies
between these two rates. Figure 2 details the
UltraSparc II pipeline.

When implemented in 130-nm technolo-
gy, the 64-bit, superscalar UltraSparc II
pipeline design proved remarkably efficient in
both area and power. The basic integer unit,
including two full arithmetic logic units,
required only about 8 mm2 of area, with the
FP and SIMD units, which share execution
resources, adding less than 5 mm2 more. The

total core, including the execution units, both
L1 caches, the L2 cache controller, the
load/store unit, and associated miscellaneous
logic, aggregated to less than 29 mm2. Thus,
together the two cores take up only about a
quarter of the 206-mm2 die.

The integer unit dissipates only about 3
watts, with the floating-point unit adding less
than another 1.5 watts. Maximum power dis-
sipation by the entire execution engine is less
than 7 watts, so between them, the two engines
are responsible for less than half the 32 watts
maximum dissipated by the processor chip. 

On-chip L2 cache
Supporting each of the two UltraSparc II

execution engines in the processor is a high-
performance, 512-Kbyte, four-way set-asso-
ciative, on-chip L2 cache. A 128-bit data bus
connects each core to the L2. The total load-
to-use latency for the L2 is 9 to 10 cycles, with
four cycles needed to transit in and out of the
cache itself, including error-correcting code
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interface, originally from UltraSparc IIIi processors, to interface with UltraSparc II pipelines.



(ECC) checking. Maximum throughput is
one operation every two clock cycles, provid-
ing a peak bandwidth of 9.6 gigabits per sec-
ond at 1.2 GHz.

In short, the L2 cache megacell has a two-
cycle throughput with a four-cycle latency.
The major implementation challenge for the
L2 cache blocks was achieving the short
latency and high frequency timing goal (with
ECC and other features) within the con-
straints of a short design cycle. To meet this
challenge, we designed a new physical L2
cache unit for the processor, using a semi-
custom approach from basic elements to top-
level integration. We designed the SRAM
arrays with a conventional custom design
approach and implemented all other logic as
standard control and data path flows. To
reduce the blocks’ design time and maximize
array efficiency, we added minimal logic to

the SRAM arrays (such as comparators, XOR
stages for ECC, and parity). A semicustom
routing methodology optimized timing and
minimized coupling noise, while making it
easier to iterate the design to accommodate
changing functional feature sets.

We used two main techniques to achieve
the design’s aggressive timing goals. First, to
equalize pipeline stage length, we optimized
the placement of each control and data path
block to balance its wire and gate delays with
the data and tag memories, according to the
critical signals’ timing requirements. Second,
within the SRAM control and data path
blocks, we used two pipelined cycles to imple-
ment access. The two-cycle pipelined design
not only let the blocks operate at half the
processor clock frequency,  it also eliminated
the typical clock skew overhead and setup
time penalties and furthered the overall power
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minimization goal. Figure 3 diagrams the L2
cache pipeline.

Memory interface
Two cores share the memory control unit

integrated on the processor die. The MCU
provides direct connectivity between proces-
sor chip and main memory through a 128-
bit, two-channel, double data rate 1 (DDR1),
266-MHz SDRAM interface that delivers a
peak bandwidth of 4.2 Gbps. The controller
lets the processor access memories ranging in
size from 256 Mbytes to 16 Gbytes. In normal
operating modes, the controller can conduct
up to three concurrent (pipelined) memory
operations at the DDR interface and can
queue 16 read and 10 write requests.

An early-access mechanism reduces memo-
ry latency by starting reads without waiting for
them to become visible to other processors in
multiprocessor configurations. If the read
request is filled from a dirty line in another
processor’s L2 cache, then the requesting proces-
sor ignores the response from memory. To
improve performance, pending reads are given
priority over pending writes after read-after-
write/write-after-read  hazard detection. Select-
ing the bank select feature’s XOR permutation
along with supported memory interleave modes
avoids potential bank conflicts between out-
standing reads and associated writes (evictions)
that might occur from the same index of the L2
cache, thus improving performance. The con-
troller can handle transitions to 1/2 and 1/32
of normal operating frequency, tracking out-

standing transactions to the DDR interface even
when the processor operating frequency drops
below the DRAM frequency.

A 266-MHz internal memory clock, pro-
vided by a separate on-chip phase-locked loop,
controls memory interface clocking. A divide-
by-two circuit generates the 133-MHz exter-
nal memory clock and the 90-degree
phase-shifted strobes as required by the
DDR1 specification for memory writes. We
synchronize the processor- and memory-clock
domains with an edge-align detector circuit.7

During a memory read transaction, the
MCU broadcasts read requests to the memo-
ry modules, which return 35 strobe signals.
Strobe signals have the same frequency as the
memory clock, but because of skew, the strobes
have an unknown phase relationship both to
each other and to the clock. Each strobe feeds
a four-stage, asynchronous, flow-through, first-
in, first-out (FIFO) buffer to absorb the skew
and release the data synchronously to the
processor clock domain. The interface stage at
the FIFO’s input side converts the strobe’s ris-
ing and falling transitions into a pulse match-
ing the FIFO’s speed. A similar circuit at the
output side removes a data item from the
FIFO on each rising edge of the processor
clock. Inside the FIFO, data shifts through the
queue in a self-timed manner, independent of
memory or processor clock. Because the
FIFO’s input and output interfaces are natu-
rally decoupled, each can operate in a different
clock domain. The FIFO circuit is simple,
small, and has low fall-through latency.
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JBus system interface
The processor supports the JBus system

interface, which combines high performance
with the low cost demanded by Web and
blade servers. JBus is a packet-switched, mul-
tiplexed data and address, 128-bit system
interface with a low pin count (171 dynamic
termination logic signals). It operates at a peak
rate of 200 MHz, providing up to 3.2 Gbps of
bandwidth to support cacheable and non-
cacheable intraprocessor, interprocessor, and
I/O traffic. In addition to bus management,
the JBus unit (JBU) helps enable key CMT
management functions and is responsible for
transitioning the processor into its low-power
modes by dynamically reducing the proces-
sor’s internal clock frequency.

The bus interface specifies a snoop-based,
MOESI (modified owner-exclusive shared
invalid),8 write-invalidate, cache coherency
protocol for a writeback L2 cache. It also spec-
ifies a distributed shared-memory protocol,
allowing systems based on the design to scale
from a single processor (two threads) up to a
four-way (eight-thread) multiprocessor con-
figuration. The bus supports seven ports that
engage in distributed round-robin arbitration
to determine which one gains access to the bus.

Separate control signals broadcast bus requests
and snoop results. A companion JBus inter-
face I/O (JIO) chip supports one- to four-way
multiprocessor configurations, as well as two
32/64-bit, 33/66-MHz peripheral-component
interconnect (PCI) buses for I/O traffic.
Optionally, we can configure one PCI inter-
face as a 64-bit Sun UPA64s local graphics bus.
Figure 4 shows a four-processor system con-
figured with a repeater to electrically segment
the JBus (limiting bus loading to achieve 200-
MHz operation) and two JIO chips.

The processor automatically configures the
dynamic termination logic (DTL) I/O  at sys-
tem boot time as either 50Ω or 25Ω, depend-
ing on system topology. In DTL receive mode,
drivers have switchable, active 50Ω pull-up or
high-impedance, tristate termination. With on-
chip termination, the main requirement is to
maintain nearly constant termination resistance
over process, supply voltage, and temperature
(PVT) variations, as well as output signal vari-
ations.  To meet this requirement, each driver
output stage consists of a set of various-size
transistors connected in parallel. Special impe-
dence-matching circuitry in the processor auto-
matically seeks the appropriate dc output
impedance for the prevailing PVT conditions
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by comparing a reference driver’s output resis-
tance with that of an external precision resis-
tor, enabling and disabling reference driver
transistors until the output resistance falls with-
in a desired margin of the target impedance.
Additional circuitry augments the primary
pull-up and pull-down devices to improve the
output switching current’s linearity over the
voltage range of operation.

Data reliability
To achieve high data reliability, the processor

implements a more extensive set of error detec-
tion and correction mechanisms than Ultra-
Sparc II, which performed only parity error
checking on the external L2 cache and limited
error checking on the external system memo-
ry paths. The design expands error checking to
all large RAM arrays within the chip itself, and
additional features prevent detected errors from
propagating silently. Specifically, whereas the
UltraSparc II implemented 33 error-reporting
bits and four error addresses, the design sup-
ports 59 error-reporting bits and 24 error
addresses. The extra bits allow software to be
aware of errors on internal RAM arrays and to
detect possible side effects. Thus, the proces-
sor logs all corrected single-bit errors as well as
the error mode (for example, whether an error
in local DRAM resulted from a local access or
a remote access by a foreign processor).

In general, the processor achieves reliabili-
ty by detecting errors as early as possible and
reporting errors as soon as it detects them. It
provides software with enough information
to identify the errors’ causes and addresses so
that error handlers can take the appropriate
actions, and it clearly marks uncorrectable
errors as bad data so that other threads don’t
unwittingly use them.

Parity checking protects both L1 caches as
well as the L2 cache tags and JBus transac-
tions. Full ECC checksums protect the data
in L2 cache and memory, enabling correction
of all single-bit errors and detection of any
double-bit errors. On copy-out (cache-to-
cache transfer) and write-back (cache-to-
DRAM transfer), the design stores any data
containing an uncorrectable multibit error
with an invalid ECC, preventing it from prop-
agating to other threads. Other errors the
design reports include faulty system events,
correctable single-bit and uncorrectable multi-

bit memory errors, and attempts to read from
or write to out-of-range memory addresses.

CMT features
Sun’s specification for CMT processors pro-

vides these designs with a standard interface
that lets software manage multiple threads on
a die consistently and uniformly. Because the
processor’s dual-thread design uses indepen-
dent dual cores, each supporting a single exe-
cution thread, with cache coherency enforced
by the JBU, its key CMT feature is the soft-
ware’s ability to dynamically park or unpark
and disable or re-enable either core.

The core-parking feature stops instruction
execution on the core but retains cached data
and instructions, leaving the core’s L2 cache
fully responsive to external snoop requests. In
normal operation, this feature provides the
opportunities to reduce bus contention at boot
time—only one core is enabled, speeding the
process by eliminating the need to share access
to the slower-booting ROM bus—and to con-
serve power under light processing loads.

The core-disable feature not only stops a core
from executing instructions, but also eliminates
its caches from the cache coherency domain.
Core disable is primarily of value as a design-
for-test feature during chip debugging, but it
can also potentially salvage some dies with one
defective core as single-thread processors. Other
CMT features include the ability to steer errors
and to perform externally initiated resets to
either or both cores as appropriate.

To implement the new CMT features, we
defined several new CMT registers, some spe-
cific to the individual cores and some shared
by all cores. The shared registers manage the
global functions needed by the processor, such
as core disable, core parking, and error steer-
ing. Hardware imposes no restrictions on
individual cores’ read or write accesses to these
common registers, so any core can fully man-
age the processor’s thread configuration. It is,
therefore, the software’s responsibility to arbi-
trate access to these registers, avoiding poten-
tial write or read conflicts.

The CMT registers included in each core
provide necessary core-specific functionali-
ty—for example, the core’s ID, interrupt IDs,
and error reports. We also added eight scratch-
pad registers to each core, giving software a
place to hold commonly used variables for the
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thread executing on that core (although, strict-
ly speaking, the scratch-pad registers are not
required for CMT).

Most of these new registers can be written
and read through the Joint Test Action Group
(JTAG) interface, allowing service processors
to configure each system processor during reset.

Physical implementation challenges
Texas Instruments manufactures the proces-

sor in TI’s 130-nm, seven-metal-layer copper
CMOS process technology. Figure 5 is a pho-
tograph of the die and package. To achieve the
goal of porting the legacy UltraSparc II blocks,
originally laid out in 1994 to run at 167 MHz
in a 0.5-micron process, to a deep-submicron
technology with a target frequency of 1.2
GHz, we addressed a variety of issues: new lay-
out design rules, coupling noise, electromi-
gration, poly resistance, negative bias
temperature instability (NBTI), channel leak-
age, and intradie process variation.

Design rule changes
Foundries set design rules to address man-

ufacturability and yield issues. When a
foundry moves to a new generation of process
technology, its design rules must also change
to reflect changes in the characteristic electri-
cal properties and behaviors of circuits imple-
mented in the smaller geometries. The design
team’s task was to quickly and effectively con-
vert circuits created in compliance with design
rules valid for an earlier generation of process
technology into circuits compliant with rules
valid for a later generation. In all, we had to
contend with 36 new layout design rules relat-
ed to isolated vias, minimum areas and holes,
wide metals, and substrate taps.

Manually fixing the large number of viola-
tions while meeting the aggressive schedule
goals was impossible. So we developed auto-
mated flows to accelerate generation of the
modifications needed to eliminate violations
of the new layout rules.

Increased coupling noise
Another early concern about the aggressive

design shrink was increased coupling noise—
the tighter pitches required by smaller geome-
tries typically result in increased capacitance
between parallel wires. However, the use of
new low-k dielectric materials in and between

wire layers greatly reduced capacitance. To
address top-level route noise issues, we rerout-
ed the core using a minimum of 1.5 times wire
pitch at double spacing. This half shielded all
critical signals and fully shielded clock signals.
We used the same approach in routing the top
level for both the previously designed Ultra-
Sparc II core and the newly designed L2 cache.

Electromigration
Electromigration in vias presented a triple

threat, given the smaller geometries, the
replacement of the more EM-resistant tung-
sten with copper, and the design’s higher tar-
get frequency. As a result of these changes, the
vias in the design are smaller, more prone to
erosion, and under greater stress than the vias
in the original UltraSparc II design. To meet
the threat, we created new footprint-compat-
ible EM-resistant cells that could reliably sus-
tain the highest current loads in the processor.
We addressed EM for the top-level route by
using double vias to minimize the need for
fixes at the last stage.

Poly resistance
A problem not anticipated at the project’s

outset was the impact of poly resistance on the
chip’s frequency. The 0.13 micron process
technology applies a much higher poly gate
bias to the mask than did earlier generations
of technology, while the poly sheet resistance
also increases. This affected gate delay, with
an overall impact on the top-level timing
paths of roughly 10 percent. To strap the poly
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gates in question, we established a binning
process to identify the worst cases among the
most commonly used cells.

NBTI
NBTI is the aging effect that causes p-chan-

nel metal-oxide-semiconductor (PMOS)
drive current to decrease over the silicon’s life-
time. To better withstand NBTI, we reduced
the role of PMOS transistors by enhancing
many circuits’ margins and redesigning one
of the circuits most affected by NBTI—the
current-mode latch sense amps used for caches
and TLBs. We also increased self-time mar-
gins on memories, analyzed flip-flops for
writeability, and set up new guidelines to
account specifically for NBTI effects.

Channel leakage
Transistor channel leakage worsens as

geometries shrink, requiring modification of
many circuits to enhance leakage tolerance.
In the original UltraSparc II library, design-
ers implemented the scan slave latch as a
dynamic latch without a keeper device.
Although this was a feasible way to reduce flip-
flop size in previous generations, it’s not
acceptable for deep-submicron processes. For
this design, we made all flip-flops fully static.
We rigorously checked keeper size ratio for
dynamic domino gates and skewed CMOS
gates, using keeper ratio guidelines that we
defined to guarantee proper functionality even
at the worst-case burn-in corner with noise.
The improved transistor design rules and
intense layout efforts let us do this without
changing the original footprints.

Intradie process variation
Intradie process variation created challenges

for chip clocking. Because one of the design’s
primary goals was low power, we selected a
balanced-tree clock distribution. However,
process variation across the die area impacted
clock skew, which, in turn, made meeting
hold time requirements a major challenge.
Applying a single worst-case skew to the full
timing run resulted in an unreasonably high
number of hold time violations. The design
challenge here was twofold:

• filtering out false violations by applying
the real clock skew for each path, and 

• minimizing the engineering effort need-
ed to fix the real violations.

To accomplish the first task, we performed
hold time analysis using the worst-case skew.
We then postprocessed the results, analyzing
source and destination flip-flops on each vio-
lating path and adjusting clock skew to use
actual rather than worst-case skew. Applying
real clock data reduced the number of hold
time violations by about 80 percent.

For the second goal, we developed a flow
that swaps flip-flops and buffers with corre-
sponding versions that have extra delay or a
relaxed hold time constraint, allowing for
setup-time slack. We developed another flow
that identifies the right place to insert buffers
to solve hold time violations without creating
a critical path.

Design validation
In developing a comprehensive test suite for

the processor, we achieved significant lever-
age from a large body of existing tests span-
ning three UltraSparc generations. Because
the design is based on the UltraSparc II
pipeline, we started with existing regression
tests, modifying them as needed to account
for new blocks. Thus, for example, because
the execution pipeline was largely unchanged,
tests developed for the UltraSparc II pipeline
required virtually no modification.

Another productive leverage point was the
UltraSparc IIIi test suite. Not only were the
JBU and MCU derived from the UltraSparc
IIIi design, but the extensive compatibility
between the UltraSparc II and UltraSparc III
instruction sets made it relatively simple to
port many of the UltraSparc IIIi tests for these
blocks. The primary changes needed were for
different privileged registers, timing differ-
ences, and the use of bus agent numbers.

We also ported CMT tests developed for
the data-facing UltraSparc IV processor,
another dual-thread CMT design. Because all
Sun CMT processors adhere to a common
specification that defines CMT functions, reg-
isters, and interfaces, CMT tests developed
for UltraSparc IV were directly applicable to
the design’s CMT functions and registers.

In theory, handwritten tests can complete-
ly exercise a design. In practice, however, cre-
ating a truly comprehensive set of directed
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tests becomes more difficult as the corner cases
become deeper and subtler with increasing
design complexity. To reduce the time need-
ed to generate tests that hit these corner cases,
we used random test generators. Once again,
we were able to leverage prior work. With
minimal changes, we adapted five in-house
random code generators to the task of exer-
cising the processor. Using automated scripts,
we simulated tens of billions of cycles prior to
tape-out, catching many bugs overlooked by
the directed test suites.

Other testing techniques included the
development of a stand-alone test bench to
exercise the memory subsystem, as well as for-
mal verification techniques. To make sure all
configuration options (such as clock ratios,
dual inline memory module types, and dis-
abled caches) worked correctly, we ran a sub-
set of the directed tests with different
combinations of options. We also ran the ran-
dom tests with many different options. This
approach uncovered bugs that had escaped
other detection methods.

Microprocessor designers must provide test
vectors to the fab for factory testing of man-
ufactured dies to ensure their basic function-
ality before they are packaged. For a
dual-thread design, the simplistic approach to
testing both cores (namely, running each test
on each core in sequence), would require
about twice as much tester time as a single-
thread design. To alleviate this problem, we
wrote a tool that automatically converts sin-
gle-thread tests into tests that run on both
cores in parallel. Because most single-thread
tests do not stress bus bandwidth, the paral-
lelized test runs in much less than twice the
time of the single-thread test.

Because the processor is pin-compatible
with the UltraSparc IIIi processor, it was easy
to boot the Solaris operating system within a
few hours of receiving the first processors,
using an existing UltraSparc IIIi system
(changing only the power supply voltages and
system software). We then applied a suite of
test applications to stress the processor, tak-
ing advantage of the chip’s faster cycle time
(compared to simulation). Four of the five
random test generators could also be used on
a real system, and we ran them extensively.
When we encountered a failure, we isolated
it and then reproduced it in simulation for

designers to analyze. In many cases, we took
advantage of logic analyzers already cus-
tomized for the JBus protocol, which greatly
accelerated debugging.

Performance
Table 1 compares the overall performance

scores of the new dual-thread design with pre-
vious derivatives of the UltraSparc II design.
Scores for the dual-thread processor are pre-
liminary estimates based on measured results
with 16 Gbytes of memory and both cores
active. Scores for the UltraSparc IIe and IIi
processors are official and are posted on the
SPEC Web site (http://www.spec.org).

The fact that the dual-thread processor
delivers roughly four to six times more
throughput per unit of time than the earlier
UltraSparc II designs is primarily due to its
higher frequency, dual-thread design, and
greater bandwidth. But not only the absolute
throughput scores are higher. This design
delivers throughput performance more effi-
ciently than earlier designs. Specifically, it
offers about twice as much performance per
watt of expended power, 60 to 80 percent
more performance per transistor, and about
three times the performance per square mil-
limeter of silicon. It accomplishes this effi-
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Table 1. Comparison of processors based on UltraSparc II design.

Features IIe IIi Dual thread
First silicon (year) 1999 2001 2002
Technology 180 nm, Al 180 nm, Cu 130 nm, Cu
Frequency (MHz) 500 650 1,200
Watts (maximum) 13 17.6 32*
Transistors (millions) 23 38 80
Area (sq. mm.) 118 159 206
Memory bandwidth (peak Mbps) 800 1,040 4,200
SPECint 2000 174 246 493 est.
SPECfp 2000 182 276 600 est.
SPECint_rate2000 2.02 2.85 11.00 est.
SPECfp_rate2000 2.11 3.2 12.20 est.
SPECint_rate2000 per watt 0.16 0.16 0.34 est.
SPECfp_rate2000 per watt 0.16 0.18 0.38 est.

*Power consumption under maximum stress on a tester. In a system running

application code, typical power consumption rarely exceeds 24 watts and can

be reduced in sleep mode to less than 5 watts. Clocking the chip at 900 MHz

also dramatically affects power consumption, reducing it to 14 watts, less than

half the 32 watts consumed at 1,200 MHz (because the chip can use a lower

supply voltage).



ciency despite the fact that it must run at high-
er power levels to reach its higher operating
frequency. It also incorporates many more
transistors and requires a larger die. With the
dual-thread design, however, as with all CMT
designs, better performance is not simply a
matter of having more resources to apply, but
rather of applying available resources more
efficiently than earlier (non-CMT) designs.

Overall, the project results proved gratify-
ing. By leveraging existing designs, tests,

and infrastructure, we went from project incep-
tion to working silicon for a highly integrated
80-million-transistor processor in about two
years. More important, this dual-thread design
represents a first step on Sun’s throughput com-
puting roadmap to the more highly threaded
CMT processors possible in the coming 90- and
65-nm generations of process technology. By
demonstrating significant gains in the efficien-
cy with which transistors, chip area, and
expended power can be converted into through-
put performance, the processor also validates
the basic notions behind Sun’s CMT initiative.
An up-to-date list of articles on Sun’s through-
put computing initiative is available at http://
www.sun.com/processors/pressreleases. MICRO
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